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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to describe our pro-
posed ABOS framework (Agent-Based Optimization Systems) by
demonstrating the interest in using the multi-agent approach
while operating hybrid metaheuristics to solve Combinatorial
Optimization Problems (COP). Two main contributions are
highlighted in this work: 1) to show that the alliance of the
multi-agent systems (MAS) and the metaheuristics, based on
the interaction and the parallelisms concepts, facilitates the
hybrid metaheuristics development and allows the simultaneous
exploration of different regions of the search space and 2) to
demonstrate that the use the multi-agent approach, in the context
of optimization, is a crucial option in the process of hybridization
allowing the development of generic structures. These later
promote the interaction between metaheuristics independent of
the problem to be addressed. Our challenge in this ABOS
framework is to endow the participant agents, with a set of
rational behaviours allowing them to change in real time their
strategies, according to the optimization process evolution. The
simulation results show that the collaborative optimization can
be effective in some cases, hence the need to set effectively the
parameters of the optimization algorithms behaviours and the
collaborative protocols. We also demonstrate that the use of
ABOS framework with MAS allows a more robust and generic
structure, capable with minimal changes handling different COP.

Index Terms—collaborative optimization, multi-agent system,
combinatorial optimization problems, hybrid optimization, meta-
heuristics

I. INTRODUCTION

The collective computational intelligence is a well-known
approach to solve Combinatorial Optimization Problems
(COP) since it allows the coordination of several algorithms,
with a simultaneous exploration of the search space. In this
context, several researchers highlight the interest of combining
optimization algorithms with distribut-ed coordination meth-
ods in order to resolve complex problems [1]. In [2], the
authors present an interesting literature review on collabora-
tive techniques to solve optimization problems. The authors
highlight the effectiveness to use the multi-agent approach,
which is characterized by the distributed representation of
the problem or by its simultaneous resolution by a set of
interactive entities.
The benefit is to take advantage in an effective manner of all
the optimization efforts provided by each participating agent.
Most research works study the distribution of a problem to
several agents so that each agent is responsible of a sub-

problem (cooperation). The purpose is to simplify and to
accelerate the resolution of the complex problems. We can
quote for example the work of [3] that proposes a solution
where an agent continuously adapts itself during the search
process using a direct cooperation protocol based on reinforce-
ment learning and pattern matching. We focus in this paper
on the simultaneous optimization of the same problem by
several agents within a collaboration protocol. In this context,
the authors in [4] propose an adaptable architecture called
MAGMA (MultiAGent Metaheuristics Architecture) that can
resolve the same problem simultaneously by several agents but
the collaboration between these agents is decided by another
agent. The same system allows, in case of a large neighbour-
hood search, the problem decomposition into sub-problems,
assigned each to an independent agent in a system. In [5],
authors apply an hybridization of metaheuristics to feature
and member selection within ensemble systems. Authors use
a set of agents in order to optimize simultaneously the feature
and base classifiers (members) of the ensemble generation
process, corresponding to the problem of automatic design
of Ensemble Systems. This work is inspired from [6] where
the same system is used to solve the TSP. The principle is
to resolve simultaneously the problem by a set of particles
(agents), each of which has a memory that contains its current
position (current solution found), its objective function and the
best solution found up to this current position. To move from
a position to another, the agent chooses a decision method (to
decide where to move) and a learning method (to learn from all
that already done) from a list of decision and learning methods
also part of its memory. The target position can be abandoned
when during the displacement, a better intermediate solution
was found. The learning strategy allows the selection, in real
time, of the decision method (i.e. metaheuristics like as the
Tabu Search algorithm, the Simulated Annealing algorithm)
in order to find a better position than the current one. This
learning strategy starts with a random decision strategy, which
is replaced, as soon as this latter fails after (T) times, by the
best strategy found by the other agents of the system. In [6],
authors use the particle swarm optimization with a learning
strategy for the TSP.
In [7], authors use a multi-agent system where agents are
equipped with auto-learning abilities and have the same Ge-
netic Algorithm (GA) behaviour to resolve collectively the



VRP. In this paper, we focus on the resolution of the same COP
by a set of autonomous collaborative agents, showing that an
additional AI technique like a reinforcement learning method
can help the agents to adjust their optimization parameter
settings in order to improve the ABOS performances. But,
the aim goal of this paper is to describe our ABOS effective
collaboration protocol focusing on how agents collaborate in
order to converge in the most efficient way possible to the
optimal solution. So, we focus in this work on the collaborative
technique rather than the reinforcement learning techniques,
which will be specified in future works. Concerning works
not using additional AI techniques to resolve the same COP;
in [8], authors propose a multi-agent flexible architecture
(able to solve easily different optimization problems) called
MAM for multi-agent architecture for metaheuristics. Each
agent in MAM resolves the VRPTW with a GA or with an
iterated local search algorithm and variable neighbourhood
search metaheuristics. The weak point of this solution is that
the agents do not communicate directly between them but
within a decision-making center. In [9], the same research team
tried to improve its previous system replacing the decision-
making center by a an environmental stimulus pool where the
agents store or remove the found solutions. The work of [10]
is comparable to that of [8] : the agents interact indirectly
through an adviser agent. In addition, and basing on the work
of [11], the author proposes to resolve optimization problems
with high-level hyper-heuristic repository of meta-heuristics
for a better adaptation to the specific features of the problems
to resolve.
Implemented algorithms within the agent behaviours are: GA,
ant colony (ACA), simulated annealing (SAA), tabu search
(TSA) but the framework can easily integrate other algorithms
like the particle swarm optimization (PSO). In [12], the
authors study a distributed computation model that can be
used for general resource allocation problems. In the proposed
system, the agents share their solutions in order to optimize
collaboratively a cost function. The problem with this system
is that the number of interactions can explode with increasing
the agent number or for large-scale problems. In this paper,
and contrary to what has been proposed in the literature, we
aim a fully distributed system where the agents are completely
autonomous interacting with a collaboration protocol. In [13],
authors propose a simple collaboration system between an
ant colony optimization agent and a GA agent to resolve the
TSP. The authors show that the proposed approach has an
effective performance in terms of the quality of solution and
the speed of computation. However, no comparison with other
interaction configurations has been made (e.g. other interaction
protocols). We notice that in the literature, the works that have
relied on the multi-agent collaboration for the simultaneous
resolution of the same optimization problem are of 2 types: 1)
The agents communicate indirectly via a monitoring agent that
centralizes the decision-making. 2) The agents communicate
directly but in a completely simplistic way: a simple sending
of the best solution found from one agent to another: no
strategy of collaboration has been put in place. Our goal

in this paper is to check whether the implementation of an
evolved collaborative protocol can improve the search for a
better solution. So, we focus on the collaboration approach: all
the agents collaborate to resolve the same problem adapting
their optimization strategies according to their current feat.
In this context, the recent publication of [2] points the lack
of existing research works that allow the self-turning of the
optimization algorithms parameters in order to improve the
research strategy especially using multi-agent systems. The
goal is to test if the collaboration, in ABOS framework,
with different optimization algorithms improves the process
of reaching the optimal solution and with which setting plan.

II. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

A. Using the alliance between MAS and metaheuristic to solve
the COP

The importance of using MAS in the design of metaheuristic
COP is:

• Facilitates the hybridization of metaheuristic algorithms
and promotes the in-teraction between them;

• Make more flexible the implementation of hybrid meta-
heuristics;

• Allows simultaneous exploration of various regions of the
search space.

On the other hand, the use of MAS in the context of the
COP promotes the simultaneous exploration of different search
space regions, allowing more diversity and finding a set of
better solutions rapidly. The approach based on communicated
agents is used as a link between various metaheuristic algo-
rithms involved in solving a COP. In this case, each agent
controls and performs its own optimization search space and,
at the same time exchange information with other agents in
the current stage of its search.

B. The multi-agent formalism

In order to model our multi-agent system in a precise and
unambiguous way having a robust basis for programming [2],
we choose to use the discrete-event formalism draw from the
Discrete EVent System (DEVS) Specification [14], [15]. This
specification is complementary to the graphical representation
given by the AUML (Agent UML) modelling [16]. Contrary
to what the authors in [14] claim (UML competes with
DEVS), we adopt in addition the AUML modelling for a
graphical representation (certainly less fine and less precise)
complementary to the formal form in order to give a visual
aspect to the system. At a given moment (t), we have a
set A = {Ai} of N agents in our system. Each agent
Ai(i ∈ [1, N ]) is modelled as an atomic DEVS as follows:
Ai =< X, I, Y, S, δint, δext, λ, ta > table I.

C. The intra and inter agent behaviours

The internal agent reasoning. There are 2 types of events:
internal and external. The internal events are caused by the
internal dynamic of the agent (the intra agent behaviour) while
external/exogenous events are independent (the interaction
with other agents of the system). An external event can be



TABLE I
THE USED FORMALISM SYMBOLS

Symbol Signification
X Set of external inputs
I Set of internal inputs
Y Set of outputs
S Set of sequential states

λ : S → Y Output function
s ∈ S A sequential state: contains the main information on the status of the agent and

especially its condition between two successive events
ta : S → R+

0 The time advance function
Q The total state set {(S, e,DL)|s ∈ S, 0 ≤ e ≤ ta(S)}

δint : Q× I → S The internal transition function
δext : Q×X → S The external transition function

e The time elapsed since the last transition
DL The Decision law used by the agent to decide its action according to what it perceives

in its environment (the offers received)
q ∈ Q The total state q

an input event not generated by the agent or an output event
representing the reaction of the agent. A state of an agent
corresponds to a status based a number of mental components
such as: memory, perceptions, commitments, expectations,
goals, believes, intentions [17]. In our system, we distinguish
the following status:

• The quiescent status (QUIESC) at t < ti0, with t0 the
start-up time of the multi-agent system.

• The optimization process status (OPTM).
• The analyses of the current situation status (ACS).
• The collaboration protocol triggering status (NFH).
• The look for the best parameter settings status (BPS).

The state of an agent evolves according of the triggering of
an internal or external event through the (internal or external)
transition functions (δint or δext ). The Fig. 1 shows the
dynamic state of the agent when collaborating with the other
optimization agents. We notice here that an agent has a cycling
behaviour allowing it to be attentive to its environment. This
behaviour is like a watchdog: it is asleep if nothing happens
and wakes up as soon as the agent perceives anything in its
environment (external event). So, in t < ti0 , an agent is in a
quiescent status (QUIESC). So, as soon as the system solicits
the agent to resolve a COP, the agent wakes-up, initialises its
parameters according to the COP to resolve and then begins
its activity at ti0 if the event Xi0 occurs corresponding to the
set of inputs of this agent. In our case, Xi0 contains the COP
to resolve and its features. Then within the interval [ti0, ti1],
Ai selects its best current solution (cur sol i) and then makes
transition at ti1 (event ti1) to the ACS state knowing that at
ti1, it can also receive the best current solutions of the other
agents Aj of the system. In [ti1, ti2], the agent Ai, being the
ACS status, looks if it improved its current solution computing
the gap between the two last best solutions α and β with
(the current best solution is α). This gap is noted by φ and
computed as a stagnation rate belonging to its internal state:
φ = (β−α)/α. This rate is compared to a threshold parameter
noted by ε. The next transition occurs at ti2 : Ifφ ≤ ε, the
agent triggers the NFH collaboration protocol. So, according
to the CFH protocol proposed in next section, the help process

Fig. 1. The internal dynamic of the agent

may take place. In addition, this agent sends its best solution
to the agent Ai if it is better than cur sol j. Otherwise, Ai
injects cur sol j in its optimization process. If ε > φ, it
means that the agent has (significantly) improved its solution.
If the agent Ai improve its solution or if it found better than
the agent Aj , it goes to the BPS status to store the current
configuration to be used later to the OPTM status looking for
the most effective parameter settings allowing it to improve
its current solution. The decision law (DL). The total state
q = (s, e,DL) ∈ Q depends on the status (s), the time
(e) elapsed since the last transition and the decision law DL
used by the agent to select and rank the offers received from
other agents and to decide its action. The dynamic of our
collaborative agents is driven by the following decision laws:
DL0: The agent wakes-up, identifies the COP with its features
and decides to participate to the collaborative optimization
process. DL1: the agent triggers the optimization process.
DL2 A: the agent sends its best current solution according to
a help rate value HR (next section) or considerates the received
solution in its optimization process. DL2 B: the agent updates
the database of the parameter settings or calls for help (NFH
protocol). DL3 A: the agent selects the best parameter settings
for the next optimization step. DL3 B: the agent triggers the



Fig. 2. The proposed NFH protocol

NFH protocol (next section) and DL4: the agent continues the
optimization process.
The Need For Help (NFH) interaction Protocol. In MAS
domain and in the con-text of a direct interaction, we call
initiator agent, the agent which initiates a conversa-tion and
so triggers a protocol. The responder agents are called the par-
ticipant agents. There are 2 types of messages between agents
within a direct interaction: synchro-nous and asynchronous. A
synchronous message blocks the sender agent until it re-ceives
a response to its message and an asynchronous message allows
the sender agent to continue its work while waiting for an
answer to its message. The asynchro-nous messages are clearly
more appropriate to our system allowing the agents to con-
tinue to optimize locally their respective current solution while
waiting for a response to their request for help. In our MAS,
agents interact with the standard FIPA ACL communication
language 1 used by the chosen platform for the experimenta-
tions (ex-perimentation section). A message between 2 agents
Ai and Aj has mandatorily a type, called a performative (e.g.
REQUEST, REQUEST WHEN, REFUSE, AGREE) and can
contain information like as the current solution found by the
agent. In this section, we propose a collaboration protocol
between agents that works as follows (UML sequence diagram
of the Fig. 2) ; As soon as the agent Ai decides to ask for
help from other agents Aj (j 6= iandj ∈ [1, N ]), Ai sends
to Aj a REQUEST WHEN message asking for help if and
only if the current message of the agent Aj (cur sol j) is
better than (symbol ¿¿) its own current message (cur sol i)
transferred as a parameter. If it is the case, the agent Aj

proposes its current solution (cur sol j) to the agent Ai and
refuses otherwise. If the agent Aj proposes its current solution
(cur sol j) to the agent Ai, this latter checks if its eventually
new current solution is better that the received solution since
agents continue to optimize while waiting for responses from
others (asynchronous messages).

If it is the case, the agent refuses the received solution
(offering it to the agent Aj) and accepts otherwise (AGREE
performative). The decision law (DL2 B) to call to help

1www.fipa.org

depends on whether the agent has improved its best current
solution after an iteration. So, we propose in this paper to
set up the NFH collaboration, protocol with a Help Rate
(HRj) parameter allowing the agent Aj to help the agent
Ai according if a random generated double value αj ∈ [0, 1]
is less than the HRj ∈ [0, 1]. The purpose is to check whether
the assistance provided really helps the initiator agent Ai. This
variable will be used in experimentation section. If HRj = 0
that means that the agent Aj does not collaborate. Other
decision laws for this decision step will be studied in future
works.

III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

For the experimentation, we demonstrate in this paper, as
described above, the efficiently of the proposed NFH protocol,
in ABOS framework, by resolving the well-known TSP. We
choose to use a small MAS composed only by 2 optimizing
agents (N = 2): the HCAgent having the Hill Climbing
optimization algorithm behaviour and the GenAgent having
the Genetic optimization algorithm behaviour, varying 4 pa-
rameters settings: the number of cities of the TSP, the number
of iteration for the HCAgent, the number of generations of the
GenAgent and the Help Rate (HR) of the NFH protocol. We
compare in this section the MAS functioning with and then
without the collaboration using the NFH protocol. In the case
of collaboration, we study the performances of the NFH proto-
col with different values of Help Rate (HRi) = 1, 0.5and0.25
for each agent Ai. We remind here that HRi = 0 means that
the agent Ai(i ∈ [1, 2]) does not collaborate and searches for
the best solution independently without collaboration.

A. Technical properties of the experimentation

The MAS development platform. For the MAS develop-
ment, we use the JADE 2(Java Agent Development Frame-
work) platform compliant with the ACL-FIPA inter-action
language. JADE uses java oriented-object language, provides
practical packages for the MAS development and offers several
graphical tools like the Remote Management Agent (RMA)
as the main GUI of the platform, the Introspector agent
to debug the agents’ behaviours and the sniffer agent to
debug conversations between the agents. The Fig.3 shows
a scenario of running of our NFH collaboration protocol
between the two agents: MyHillClimbingAgent (HCAgent)
and MyGeneticAgent (GenAgent) by exploring the content of
the REQUEST WHEN message sent by MyGeneticAgent.
The solution configuration. A solution is a route implemented
as an array list of cities (ordered list of cities). A city has
a name and is located thanks to its longitude and latitude
geographic coordinates. The major met technical problem was
to find how the agents can send each other their respective
best current solutions in the most effective way possible, with
a minimum possible time and avoiding the network conges-
tion, espSecially when increasing the number of cities and
collaborative agents. So, we choose to send current solutions

2http://jade.tilab.com



Fig. 3. Jade development platform with graphical tools

between agents as a string format variable as shown in Fig. 3;
the agent which receives the current solution of the other agent
with a String format, has to transform this received solution as
an array list of cities thanks to an SQL request to a MySQL
database containing the list of all cities with their geo-graphic
coordinates.

The MAS: behaviours and interaction. In Table II, we
instantiate the main variables Q,X, IandY of the formalism
of the Table I with: DL2AB = DL2 A/DL2 B. The TSP
corresponds to the COP with a list of cities, Xi0 is the initial
route, Xi1 = cur sol i and cur sol j ; Xi2 = cur sol i and
param settings cur sol i. We notice here that agents initially
receive the same initial route knowing that the COP to re-solve
is the TSP. But in future work, our challenge is to generalize
our system so that the agents will be able to select the most
appropriate optimizer behaviour depending on the environment
of a special COP. The optimization algorithms are integrated
within the agents’ behaviours thanks to the addBeheviour()
method. As mentioned previously, agents can have several
behaviours. But we notice here that behaviours within the same
agent cannot interact, they can only share common global
variables. So, we have a MAS composed of the 2 agents:
HCAgent (noted by A1) and GenAgent (noted by A2) with
the following respective optimization behaviours:

• The HC algorithm is a local search optimization algo-
rithm which starts from an initial solution, generates
randomly a neighbour solution thanks to a ran-dom
transformation of the current solution. This action is
reiterated a number of iterations times knowing that the
counting restarts from zero each time the current solution
is improved. The unique considered parameter of the HC
al-gorithm is the number of iterations that we varied for
the experimentation.

• The Gen algorithm is a parallel search optimization
algorithm inspired from the biological evolution. This
method starts from a set of initial solutions, called
population, selects some individual (solutions) to cross
(e.g. according the tournament selection) and mute them
according to a crossover and muta-tion rates. Hence the
generation of the new population and so on.

In this paper, we focus only on the variation of 3 parameters:
the help rate, the num-ber of iterations for the HCAgent and
the number of generations for the GenAgent. The variation
of the other parameters and other crossover, mutation and
selection operators will be studied in future works. In the
following charts (generated in func-tion of the number of cities
and the optimization behaviours of the agents), we notice by:

• nbNC: the number of iterations of the HCAgent or the
number of generations for the GenAgent without collab-
oration: HRi = 0forAi (NC case). We have chosen
200NC.

• nbNFH: the number of iterations of the HCAgent and the
number of generations for the GenAgent corresponding
to the collaboration case with the NFH protocol varying
the help rate HRito : 1, 0.5 and 0.25 for agent Ai. So,
we chosen 200 itera-tions/generations.

• WPS: corresponds to the parameter settings variation
(With Parameter Settings).

In our ABOS framework, the collaboration is not always help-
ful for both agents be-cause it depends to the efficiently of the
parameter settings. For example, according to the simulations,
for the number of cities = 50 and number of iterations =
number of generations=50, the collaboration is not helpful but
it is the case for a number of generations =100 (100NFH
with HR1 = HR2 = 0, 25). Hence, the advantage of the help
rate proposed in this paper. The collaboration begins to be
really interesting for a number of cities = 100 with 50NFH and
HRi = 1 for both agents A1 and A2 which corresponds to the
highest collaboration rate possible. We observe additionally
that in-creasing the number of iterations/generations of the
agents does not always improve the results. However, for
a number of cities = 200 (Fig. 4 and 5), an average rate
of collaboration improves the results HRi = 0, 5 for both
agents Ai. That’s why the best way is to adjust parameter
settings according to the needs of the agents. For example, for
200 cities and 50 iterations, the HCAgent has to collaborate
firstly with HR1 = 0.25 then it has to stop the collaboration
during 0,048ms, then it has to restart the collaboration at
0,11ms (since the beginning of the simulation) and increase
the collaboration (HR1 = 1) at 2,27ms since the beginning
of the simulation and so on. In this paper, we made this
adjustment parameter settings manually for the purposes of
the simulations in order to demonstrate the advantages of this
adjustments. But the goal in future works is to develop a
learning system that changes automatically the parameter set-
tings in real time as proposed in the internal agent reasoning
section.

B. Comparative analysis with other frameworks

In this section, we present a comparative analysis of our
framework ABOS with other based-agent frameworks cited
in [2]: AgE, AMAM, AMF, CMA, DAFO, JABAT, LBMAS,
MACS, MAGMA and MANGO. The Table III summarizes
the comparison analysis of several characteristics of multi-
agent frameworks including our ABOS framework. The based
agent frameworks, such as AgE, AMAM, AMF, CMO, DAFO,



TABLE II
VARIABLES INSTANTIATION

Q X I Ys e DL
QUIESC t < ti0 DL0 TSP N/A Yi0
OPTM ti0 DL1 Xi0 Ii1 Yi1
ACS ti1 DL2AB Xi1 Ii2 = φ Yi2
BPS ti2 DL3 A Xi2 Ii3 Yi3
NFH ti2 DL3 B Xi2 Ii3 = φ Yi3
OPTM ti3 DL4 Xi3 Ii4 Yi4

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF MULTI-AGENT FRAMEWORKS CHARACTERISTICS

Framework Described Environ-
ment

Autonomy Synchronous/AsynchronousCollaboration/Cooperation

ABOS Yes Yes Asynchronous Yes/No
AgE Yes Yes Asynchronous No/Yes

AMAM Yes Yes Asynchronous Yes/No
AMF Not clear Yes Asynchronous No/Yes
CMA Not clear Yes Asynchronous Yes/No
DAFO Yes Yes Synchronous Yes/Yes
JABAT Not clear Yes Asynchronous Yes/Yes

LBMAS Not clear Yes, limited Asynchronous Yes/No
MACS Not clear Yes Synchronous Yes/No

MAGMA Yes No Asynchronous No/Yes
MANGO Not clear Yes Asynchronous Yes/No

Fig. 4. HCAgent – 200 iterations - 200 cities

Fig. 5. GenAgent – 200 generations - 200 cities

JABAT, LBMAS, MACS, MAGMA and MANGO implement
hyper-heuristics, in an indirect manner, by integrating agent
control and coordination. Firstly, most framework environ-
ments, in which the agents evolve, are not well described
(not clear). The environments of ABOS, AgE and AMAM
correspond to the search space of the concerned problem. The
environment of DAFO framework is defined by the optimiza-
tion problem, which is specified by the user. The MAGMA
environment is defined by a triple of variables corresponding
to the set of solutions, the neighbourhood structure and an
objective function. The autonomy of an agent corresponds to
its ability to make its own decisions. In LBMAS framework,
the agents are not completely autonomous while in MAGMA
framework the agents are completely dependent to execute
their tasks. For the other cited frame-works like ours, the
agents are completely autonomous. In fact, an agent in ABOS
does not rely at all on the other agents; it assumes that they
represent a potential and not mandatory support. So, an ABOS
agent makes the maximum effort on its own to achieve a better
solution than its current solution and sends a request for help as
soon as it detects a beginning of stagnation without stopping
looking its optimization pro-cess. Moreover, as soon as the
requested agent replies, the ABOS agent compares its last
best solution to the received one: if the latter is better, the
ABOS agent takes it into consideration to improve its current
best solution, otherwise it rejects this re-ceived solution and so
on. Concerning the synchronous/asynchronous characteristic,
an asynchronous agent is able to wait for an answer to its
request, ongoing its optimi-zation work like it is the case of
our ABOS framework: an agent ask for the help but continues
to optimize the COP thanks to parallel behaviours.



This technique is very interesting in the sense that the explo-
ration of the research space does not stop under any circum-
stances, accelerating the optimization process. Concerning the
collabora-tion or the cooperation behaviour of the MAS, both
are interesting and the choice depends of COP characteristics
like as the possibility to divide the problem into sev-eral inter-
active sub-problems or the complexity of forming the global
solution from several complementary sub-solutions. The AgE,
AMF, DAFO, JABAT and MAGMA Frameworks in Table III
use the cooperation concept to find the global optimal solu-
tion. Indeed, the concerning frameworks use different agents
which working together by exchanging specific information in
order to reach a common goal. In MAGMA architecture, the
agents are autonomous in the control of their specific activities.
The cooperation in MAGMA depends on its architecture levels
structure. In ABOS, we focus on the collaboration between
optimization algorithms embedded in agents’ behaviours in
order to promote autonomy, interaction and behavioural par-
allelism. This collaboration is used as a strategy for the
exchange of information between the algorithms involved in
finding the solution of the problem. In this context, the ex-
change of information has, as the main purpose, to guide
the search for the most promising regions of the solution
space. In turn, parallelism allows simultaneous exe-cution of
methods and the consequent reduction on search time. The
combination between collaboration and parallelism, which is
the adopted strategy in ABOS, is being intensively developed
and is becoming each day more important in the optimi-zation
context. The frameworks mentioned above have autonomous
agents and their cooperation process do not interfere in this
autonomy. These characteristics are crucial for the future
developments and expansion of those frameworks including
of course the ABOS framework.

IV. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

In this paper, we have demonstrated the advantages of
the multi-agent collaboration to solve a COP thanks to the
proposed of ABOS framework using the NFH protocol, know-
ing that no existing framework in the literature demonstrates
this interest with a real direct communication between a
set of autonomous entities. We have also demonstrated that
this collaboration is not always helpful, so we proposed in
this paper to dose it with a help rate. We propose many
perspectives to this work: firstly, we have to analyse the
proposed protocol varying more parameter settings in order to
study more finely the collaboration, we have also to try other
optimization behaviours and obviously increasing the number
of collaborative agents, using a the most less time-consuming
alternative for the communication. We have also to integrate
the learning technique in our ABOS framework for the self-
turning the parameter set-tings. Finally, our challenge in long
term is to generalize our ABOS framework so that the agents
will be able to select the most appropriate optimizer behaviour
for a special COP.
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